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Osteoporosis is a bone disease that results when we lose too much bone, make too little, or both. Bones lose their strength and density, and are more likely to fracture from falls or minor trauma.

54 million Americans have osteoporosis and low bone mass. Worldwide, 1 in 3 women and 1 in 5 men over 50 are at risk for an osteoporotic fracture.

Female gender, advanced age, an underweight BMI, lack of estrogen as occurs after menopause or following ovarian surgery, lack of sunlight, smoking, and sedentary lifestyle all increase one’s risk of developing osteoporosis or experiencing fragility fractures from minor trauma.

Residents of northern states, like Vermont, are at an increased risk of bone loss due to limited sun exposure and decreased physical activity during winter months.

Although healthcare providers advise about the importance of screening, calcium and vitamin D supplementation, sun exposure, smoking cessation, and physical activities like walking, there is a lack of patient knowledge on safe and specific types of weight-bearing, strength training, and balance exercises patients can participate in to strengthen their bones.
Public Health Cost

- Osteoporosis is responsible for two million broken bones and $19 billion in related costs every year in the U.S.
- One in two women and up to one in four men will break a bone in their lifetime due to osteoporosis.
- By 2025, experts predict that osteoporosis will be responsible for approximately three million fractures and $25.3 billion in costs annually.
- 12% of adult Vermonters have osteoporosis. In Vermont in 2007, approximately 26% of women and 3% of men over age 65 had osteoporosis. In 2009, per 1000 Vermonters over the age of 65, 3.8 men and 8.5 women were discharged from the hospital for hip fractures.
- The burden of financial cost and social impact that osteoporosis has on a national scale and in Vermont communities is continuing to rise and worsen as our population ages.
Community Perspective 1

Anne O’Brien is SASH Wellness Nurse working at Elm Place, Milton’s Hub for Support and Services at Home (SASH)

- The Bone Builders Class is offered twice a week on Tuesdays and Thursdays and are free of charge. They are offered by the United Way of Northwest Vermont, not only in Milton, but all over the state.

- The trainers teach participants weight-bearing exercises and strength training. For example, they train the upper body first without weights, then progress to using 1 to 2 lb weights.

- The program is for participants over 55. There are 8-10 regulars and 30 people part of the SASH program, many of whom live at Elm Place, a home for seniors.

- For those not living at the facility, transportation is a significant barrier, as many are unable to drive to the center.

- Anne notes that “some participants have enjoyed the Bone Builders class so much that they become teachers themselves!” The goal is for exercises to not be confined to class, but be integrated into the lifestyle of the whole community.
Community Perspective 2

- **Gail Wheeler** is the instructor of the Tai Chi basic and advanced classes offered to Age Well Vermont and the Association for The Blind and Visually Impaired (ABVI), taught in Burlington.

  - When teaching for Age Well Vermont, participants are over 50, with an average age in the 70s. When teaching for ABVI, Gail notes that most participants are 78-80 years old.

  - Gail states that participants have gained a multitude of benefits over improved bone health, mobility, and balance. This includes decreased blood pressure and an overall improvement in their sense of wellbeing. One man with Parkinson’s mentioned to Gail that his walking and stepping had improved as a result of the class.

  - Most classes have 10-15 people in attendance. Since it is an ongoing class, many stay over the long-term for months at a time. Some walk while others drive or are driven to the class located at a local church.
Intervention and Methodology

- Although screening, calcium and vitamin D supplementation, sun exposure, general exercise, smoking cessation, and treatment are largely discussed, I found patients to be unaware of the specific exercise routines that can be done to strengthen their bones. In response, I created a handout outlining simple and safe weight-bearing, strength training, and balance exercises patients can perform to promote good bone health and prevent osteoporosis and fragility fractures.

- I compiled these exercises outlined in the handout relying on information from the peer review journal Medicine Today’s handouts on “Exercise and Osteoporotic Fracture Prevention,” Marshfield Clinic’s handout on weight-bearing exercises, and general information from the National Osteoporotic Foundation.

- This handout will allow physicians to better educate their patients and will serve as a starting point for patients to converse and further educate themselves on the various types of exercises they can perform to reduce their risk of osteoporotic bone fractures.
The handout outlines four weight-bearing exercises, seven resistance training exercises, and three balance exercises. It includes general tips on how to exercise safely and what principles are used to optimize improvements in bone health.

The handout was well received. Dr. Melisa Gibson recommended that tin cans of beans be used if patients did not have dumbbells.

Patients said the pictures along with each description were helpful, as text without visuals would have been harder to imitate the described motions.

One patient who was reluctant to begin exercising described the exercises as simple and easy to understand. She said that the required props, like chairs and table countertops, were easily accessible.
Evaluation of Effectiveness & Limitations

- To evaluate the effectiveness of the handout over time in changing lifestyle habits, my proposal is to measure the percent of patients who made lifestyle changes to their exercise routine as a result of the handout than otherwise would have given only verbal advice.

- A longitudinal study evaluating the effectiveness of the educational intervention in preventing the onset of osteoporosis and osteopenia in at risk older adults between the ages of 35 and 65 and also in preventing fractures in patients already with osteoporosis would contribute to knowledge on the effectiveness of this early preventative intervention.

- The effectiveness of the intervention will largely depend on the distribution of the handout and also, the conversation providers have with their patients regarding the importance of specific exercises on improving their risk of osteoporotic fracture. Physicians know their patients best, so reviewing the handout together about what unique safety precautions need to be upheld will be critical.

- The benefit to patients will rely on how well they adhere to related recommendations on increasing sunlight exposure and calcium and vitamin D intake to strengthen their bones.

- Many of the resistance training exercises outlined in the handout require dumbbells and ankle weights, items that many patients do not have and may have trouble finding. If patients live in a skilled nursing facility, they may have difficulty accessing stable supports like chairs and tables.
Recommendations for Future Interventions/Projects

- It is essential to decrease barriers that those with osteoporosis and those at risk for bone loss face to attending regular workshops like the Bone Builders and Tai Chi classes. Transportation could be addressed by encouraging carpooling or employing a van to pick up and drop off individuals to and from their homes.

- Since it may be difficult for some patients to know where to get a hold of ankle weights and dumbbells, providers can have a list of nearby stores and locations where they can find them, or suggest patients improvise, like using a can of beans as their weights.

- Although pictures speak a thousand words, creating and providing video links demonstrating each exercise would further ensure that patients know the full range of motion with the correct form. This may decrease the chances of patients performing a technique incorrectly, and prevent patients from inadvertently hurting themselves.
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